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1 Table of Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 21 22 23 25 26 27 28 29 30 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 Hearing aids As a new user for about a week, I like my Brio... I have questions. What strategies do you use to remember to put in HAs and to take them
out... especially before a shower. Should one use a drier? How often? Under what circumstances? Why is the Brio R-312T considered at the top of the line? The Brio R-312T is the same as the Phonak Q90 with the exception of 2 or 3 functions. How important are those features? What special precautions if any exercises
or outdoor people do with HAs? Does anyone use About Gear? If so, is there a cheap equivalent? Will the Brio work with an iPhone? If not, Does Costco wear an equivalent HA that works? How do the volume buttons work? The buttons on my HAs are set for volume. The right button increases the volume; the left button
reduces the volume. When my right button is clicked all the up, the HA sounds a thing dong When pressing the left button, it's with every pressure 4 times... then there is another tone for the 5th print. Then the left button goes down 4 more times; on the fifth pressure, there is a thing dong... indicating the end of the line.
Does this mean there are 10 levels down and 10 levels up? My Costco trial runs out on Jan. 26th. Are there any other hearing aids I should consider trying? What maintenance and cleaning would you recommend? Techniques? Cleaning tools? Thank you! I found this discussion about HA batteries to be useful. Hearing
Aid Forum - Active Hearing Loss Community – 6 Nov 13 Nothing can be more frustrating when your hearing aid assets go flat in the middle of an important meeting or in a classroom. If you wear a hearing aid it goes without saying that you should wear a set of saving batteries always with... Reading time: 4 min  Likes:
6 ❤ oticon.com the sounds of your life with Oticon hearing aids. Explore all our hearing aids &amp; accessories, learn about hearing loss, and much more. This is a link to a PDF document set out by Oticon for children... but I'm just an old kid and I found it helpful. Your Hearing Aids A Guide to HelpIng Kids and Their
Families Understand and Take Care of Their Hearing Aids SpenceRidge: My Costco trial opens on Jan. 26th. Are there any other hearing aids I should consider trying? Thank you! I found this answer of doubling in another discussion... Phonak at Costco vs KS-5 Almost all major manufacturers of aid have binaural
functions that send limited data between the 2 tools. Oticon, widex, fonak, sounds, etc. What I write is the Phonak Stereozoom and Siemens Binax goes a step further. They are also streaming sounds fully between aids. So is more bandwidth so that more data can be sent between the tools. Binax just came out and the
jury was out on their Phonak's stereozoom technology has been around for several years. But it's one of those sounds good on paper thing, but in the real world it can't work as well. or that the other part of their tools are just not as good as other tools on the market. Anyone trying to aids at costco should always try at
least 2 different brands, brio vs ks5 would be a big comparison. SpenceRidge: As a new user for about a week, I like my Brio... I have questions. What strategies do you use to remember to put in HAs and to take them out... especially before a shower. I put a note on the mirror and the shower Does one need to use a
drier? How often? Under what circumstances? Dame at Costco said dryers were most needed by heavy jerseys and heavy laundry producers... she said a drier is good to have Why is the Brio R-312T considered top of the line? Lady at Costco said complex functions that are considered the top of line. The Brio R-312T is
the same as the Phonak Q90 with the exception of 2 or 3 functions. How important are those features? Costco lady said little needed advanced features. What special precautions if any exercises or outdoor people do with HAs? Does anyone use About Gear? If so, is there a cheap equivalent? Costco lady keeps on
gear... said depends on how much moisture. She said heavy jerseys and washmakers had more recipient problems. She gave me a PerfectDry LUX...$40 I found this discussion on Will the Brio work with an iPhone? If not, Does Costco wear an equivalent HA that works? Yes with the ComPilot... For $250, one can
bluetooth with a TV or iPhone. I ordered it; 90 day trial. Costco lady said no one returned to her one. How do the volume buttons work? The buttons on my HAs are set for volume. The right button increases the volume; the left button reduces the volume. When my right button is clicked all the up, the HA sounds a thing
dong When pressing the left button, it's with every pressure 4 times... then there is another tone for the 5th print. Then the left button goes down 4 more times; on the fifth pressure, there is a thing dong... indicating the end of the line. Does this mean there are 10 levels down and 10 levels up? Costco lady said 5 steps up
and 5 down... but I showed her that there were 10 up and 10 down. she changed my programming so that the right HA regular or zooms to the person who speaks... not sure about the name. The left HA now has 5 steps; hold button to decrease volume. I'll test and edit it all to fix. My Costco trial runs out on Jan. 26th.
Are there any other hearing aids I should consider trying? Costco lady told me another HA was the equivalent... I will edit later and include the name. She said the Brio was the What maintenance and cleaning would you recommend? Techniques? Cleaning tools? Costco lady said using livestock... she has Lysol Brand II
Disinfection Sweep thank you! Thank you! Regarding iPhone usage: I have one completely deaf left and transfer a Brio R-312T in the good ear. I just put my iPhone 5S to my ear and use it (after turning the volume a little). Thus, except for volume change, no change of use with the HA is removed. Phil My Costco trial
runs out on Jan. 26th. Are there any other hearing aids I should consider trying? Today I asked the woman at Costco: If you excluded the Phonak Brio, what would be your next three choices? She had 3 recommendations to match my audiogram... as follows in order of her preference: She said that they are all top of the
line like the Brio. Rexon Quintra Bernifon Juna KS5 Resound: She said it was missing a feature I needed... I should have written it down. 1 Table of contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 30 31 33 34 35 36 37 37 37 38 39 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 47 48 49 50 51 52 1 Table of
Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 222 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 30 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 The smartest way to get the most out of your Phonaks hearing aids. Convenient remote video support from your hearing professional Real-time hearing aid adjustment
about distance in real environment (restaurants, meetings, work and school) Opportunity to test your audience distance directly through the hearing aids with your hearing professional. Status information of the linked hearing aids and hearing aid accessories Auto on outside charger configuration Bluetooth® phone call
configuration Tap Control Configuration Customize and control volume and frequencies of Phonak Hearing Aids Choose apps for defined listening situations Create own preferred setting For specific listening situations Dynamic Noise cancellation by enhanced Speech Focus Slider See your hearing aid use Share your
experience and feedback with your hearing care worker to optimize your hearing follow-up to hearing goals with your partner Discovering myPhonak app in action Remote Support and Hearing Diary functionality is only available in Australia , Canada, USA, UK, Ireland, France, Spain, Italy, Germany and Switzerland. By
downloading the app, you confirm that you, and if you do not yet agree 17 years old, your parents or guardian to the terms of use and the Privacy Policy. MyPhonak app can be used on smartphones with Bluetooth® Low Energy (BT-LE) ability and is iOS® Version 12 or newer. MyPhonak app can be used with Google
Mobile Services (GMS) certified Android™ devices support bluetooth 4.2 and Android OS 7.0 or newer. Instructions for using user directory myPhonak app 4.0 (pdf) Support Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad and iOS are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries. Android, Google Play and the
Google Play Logo are trademarks of Google Inc. Inc.
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